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The WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey

• 1000 sq deg , 0.2 < z < 1.0

• 200,000 redshifts

• blue star-forming galaxies

• 2006-2010
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• Map ~1 Gpc3 of the Universe at much higher redshift 
than existing surveys

• Use baryon oscillations to map the distance-redshift 
relation to z=1 to allow systematic cross-checks with 
supernova measurements

• Measure growth of cosmic structure from z=1 to z=0 
to test the physical nature of dark energy

• Neutrino mass , homogeneity , bispectrum ,  Alcock-
Paczynski effect , genus , galaxy formation , ...

The WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey
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Decelerating
expansion

Accelerating
expansion

The WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey
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The WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey
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Survey design

• Follow up UV-selected sources from GALEX imaging 
matched with optical surveys for precise fibre position

• Colour cuts select high-redshift galaxies

• Star-forming galaxies : redshifts from emission lines, star 
formation rates 10-100 solar masses per year

• Very short 1-hr exposures - maximize numbers 
tolerating a 70% redshift completeness rate
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Survey design
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Target selectionSpectra

16 Feathersword et al.

Figure 12. Examples of randomly-selected high-quality (Q=4,5) spectra from the survey. For each spectrum, the upper panels (red)
show the unsmoothed spectra zoomed in on the major emission lines, and the lower panels (blue) show the whole spectrum, heavily
smoothed.
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z=0.69 [OII] resolved into doublet

z=0.82 confirming lines detected using new dichroic
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WiggleZ survey regions (Oct 09)

Total ~ 120,000 galaxies
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Survey selection function
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Power spectrum

Modes beyond
the turn-over?

Fractional error better than
5% in 0.01 h/Mpc bins

Linear bias & z-space distortion
model produces good fit to k>0.3 h/Mpc
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Power spectrum
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Cosmological parameter fits

Cosmic Microwave
Background best fit
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Baryon oscillations?
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Baryon oscillations?
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Redshift-space distortions

coherent flows4

Fig. 2.— 2MRS peculiar velocity field: Top panel shows a thin
slice of the 2MRS peculiar velocity field adaptively smooth on a
grid with 1283 sites sampling a cube with an edge of 240 h!1 Mpc.
The velocity field is then subsampled 4 times before being shown.
The underlying density field has been computed by putting objects
at their redshift position. Bottom panel: Peculiar velocities of indi-
vidual 2MRS galaxies in a 40 h!1 Mpc slice, centered on the super-
galactic plane SGZ=0 km s!1. 2MRS becomes severely incomplete
after 120h!1 Mpc. Hy-Cn stands for the Hydra-Centaurus super-
cluster, Hr for Hercules, Co for Coma, P-P for Perseus-Pisces.

the peculiar velocity vector and f ! !5/9
m , and x is

the reconstructed real position computed by MAK. Con-
sequently, a specific model defines positions that can
be tested against observed positions, as shall be pur-
sued here. The method has already been tested suc-
cessfully on N-body simulations (Mohayaee et al. 2006),
mock catalogs (Lavaux et al. 2008) and a real catalog
(Mohayaee & Tully 2005).

4. RESULTS: I. 2MRS VELOCITY FIELD AND
COMPARISON WITH MEASURED DISTANCES

In a reconstruction of the velocity field using
MAK based on priors, we fix !m = 0.258 as in-
dicated by WMAP5 results and set the bias pa-
rameter (Kaiser & Lahav 1989) to 1 using 2dF
and SDSS/WMAP results (Dunkley et al. 2008;
Tegmark et al. 2004; Cole et al. 2005). The velocity
of each galaxy in 2MRS is reconstructed using these
parameters. The first approach is to measure the
3,000 km s!1 bulk flow in both cases as it is done
in Section 4.1. In a parallel approach, discussed in
Section 4.2, we leave !m free and then constrain
its value by maximizing the correlation between the
reconstructed and observed peculiar velocities. The
2MRS velocities are reconstructed using a uniform grid
of size 1303 sampling a cubic volume of 2603h!3Mpc3

as shown in Fig. 2. The motion of the Local Group is
obtained using an interpolation based on the adaptive
weighting of the peculiar velocities of the objects that
lie within 4-5h!1 Mpc from us (method detailed in
Appendix C). We have checked that increasing the
reconstruction resolution does not significantly change
the reconstructed velocities.

4.1. Measuring the 3,000 km s!1bulk flow

The reconstructed velocities of objects lying only
within the 3,000 km s!1 radius can be compared to
the measured distances given by the 3k distance cata-
log. The measured distances give a velocity of the Lo-
cal Group with respect to the 3k volume of VLG/3k =
302 ± 22 km s!1, l = 241 ± 7, b = 37 ± 6. The observa-
tion indicates that most of this velocity comes from the
push from the Local Void and the gravitational pull of the
Virgo cluster (Tully et al. 2008). The velocity of the Lo-
cal Group with respect to the 3k volume (VLG/3k) is ob-
tained using our reconstructed 2MRS velocities. The re-
constructed VLG/3k is compared with the observed value
in Fig. 3. The coordinates of the reconstructed dipoles
are given in Table 1.(a). On one hand, we observe an ac-
celeration at 60h!1 Mpc probably linked to the peculiar
influence of the Perseus-Pisces on the whole 3k volume.
On the other hand, the influence of other structures, like
the Hydra-Centaurus-Norma at 40-50h!1 Mpc, seems
marginal. So we conclude that the reconstruction indeed
shows that the VLG/3k motion seems mainly generated
within the 3k volume. From the results of Section 4.2,
we estimate a systematic error of ! 9% on reconstructed
peculiar velocities due to the assumed values of cosmo-
logical parameters. To this error, we add in quadrature
a random reconstruction error of 40 km s!1 according to
the mean (both on amplitude and by component).

4.2. Estimating the local !m

We present, in Fig. 4, the result of the comparison of
observed peculiar velocity field vs. reconstructed pecu-
liar velocity field in the volume of radius 3,000 km s!1.
Both fields have been obtained using adaptive smoothed
interpolation on the the line-of-sight component of the
velocities (observed or reconstructed) of the objects put
at their redshift position (Appendix C). As we are using
the redshift coordinates, and not the distance-induced
coordinates, we should be free of the so-called volume

virialized motions

• Does a cosmological model produce self-consistent 
cosmic growth and expansion histories?
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observer

Redshift-space distortions

infalling
galaxies

coherent
flows

virialized
motions
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Redshift-space distortions
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Redshift-space distortions theory
Angle to the
line-of-sightGrowth rate

Amplitude of
Fourier mode
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Redshift-space distortions theory
Angle to the
line-of-sightGrowth rate

Amplitude of
Fourier mode
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Redshift-space distortions theory
Angle to the
line-of-sightGrowth rate

Amplitude of
Fourier mode

Galaxy power
spectrum

Matter power
spectrum

Bias factor
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Redshift-space distortions theory
Angle to the
line-of-sightGrowth rate

Amplitude of
Fourier mode

Galaxy power
spectrum

Matter power
spectrum

Bias factor

Pairwise velocity
dispersion

3 fitted
parameters
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Redshift-space distortions theory

Normalization problem ...
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Growth of structure results
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Growth of structure results
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Growth of structure results
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Bispectrum

• Higher-order clustering statistic - measure of skewness

• Zero for Gaussian fields

B(!k1, !k2, !k3) =< "!k1
"!k2

"!k3
>

!k1 + !k2 + !k3 = 0

Fourier
amplitudes

!g = b1!m +
1

2
b2!

2
m
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Bispectrum

2dFGRS z=0.1 (Verde et al. 2002)

WiggleZ z=0.6

Probe of
gaussianity
(inflation)
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Topology of density field

Credit : Berian James

WiggleZ 15-hr region :
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Topology of density field
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Measurement of the genus 
curve of the density field 
smoothed by 20 Mpc/h :

WiggleZ 15-hr region :

Credit : Berian James
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WiggleZ simulations

• Use the Swinburne supercomputer to create Gpc-
scale dark matter simulations

• Mock galaxy catalogues from semi-analytic 
modelling and halo occupation distributions

• Crucial for interpreting our results and quantifying 
the errors in our clustering measurements
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• WiggleZ power spectrum is nicely fit by theory 
with matter/baryon densities consistent with CMB

• Baryon oscillations currently detected at ~2-sigma 
significance [~3-sigma at survey end] 

• WiggleZ gives most accurate growth measurement, 
extending previous work to higher redshift

• General relativity / cosmological constant models 
remain a good fit

• Many investigations currently in progress

Conclusions
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Thank you !
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